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Abstract6

There has been relatively little attention given on predicting particle deposition in the respi-7

ratory zone of the diseased lungs despite the high prevalence of chronic obstructive pulmonary8

disease (COPD). Increased alveolar volume and deterioration of alveolar septum, characteristic of9

emphysema, may alter the amount and location of particle deposition compared to healthy lungs,10

which is particularly important for toxic or therapeutic aerosols. In an attempt to shed new light on11

aerosol transport and deposition in emphysematous lungs, we performed numerical simulations in12

models of healthy and emphysematous acini motivated by recent experimental lobar-level data in13

rats [17]. Compared to healthy acinar structures, models of emphysematous subacini were created14

by removing inter-septal alveolar walls and enhancing the alveolar volume in either a homogeneous15

or heterogeneous fashion. Flow waveforms and particle properties were implemented to match the16

experimental data. The occurrence of flow separation and recirculation within alveolar cavities was17

found in proximal generations of the healthy zones, in contrast to the radial-like airflows observed18

in the diseased regions. In agreement with experimental data, simulations point to particle depo-19

sition concentrations that are more heterogeneously distributed in the diseased models compared20

with the healthy one. Yet, simulations predicted less deposition in the emphysematous models in21

contrast to some experimental studies, a likely consequence due to the shallower penetration depths22

and modified flow topologies in disease compared to health. These spatial-temporal particle trans-23

port simulations provide new insight on deposition in the emphysematous acini and shed light on24

experimental observations.25

Introduction26

While computational models that describe the behaviour of inhaled particles in the respiratory27

acinar regions of the healthy lung have attracted broad attention [8, 10, 13–15], little focus has28

yet been made on modelling the transport of aerosols in the diseased pulmonary acinus. To the29
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best of our knowledge, no 3D in silico acinar models have attempted to address the fate of inhaled30

micron-sized aerosols in the context of pulmonary conditions such as emphysema. Emphysema is31

a progressively severe heterogeneous obstructive disease caused by inhalation of toxic gases and32

particles over a long period of time [11]. The disease is characterized by alveolar airspace enlarge-33

ment caused by deterioration of the pulmonary tissue leading to a loss of interalveolar septa [30].34

At its earliest stages the diseased lesions are heterogeneously distributed in the lung; however, as35

the disease progresses inflammation, protease activity, and remodelling leads to a more severe and36

widespread distribution of damaged tissue [24, 25]. Due to the increased resistance of the small37

airways and tissue compliance, the lung takes a longer time to empty [11], which may lead to ven-38

tilation asymmetry [19], air trapping [12], and ventilation deficiency [4]. As aerosol medications39

are increasingly used to either treat pulmonary or systemic diseases, it is imperative to under-40

stand deposition in both healthy and diseased lungs. While effective treatment of emphysema is41

still unavailable, recent animal studies have suggested that biphosphonate (alendronate) inhalation,42

commonly used to treat osteoporosis, may have therapeutic potential by blunting the inflammatory43

response of alveolar macrophages [31].44

Previous in vivo [3, 17, 26] and in vitro studies [1, 18] have attempted to uncover the behaviour45

of inhaled particles in the emphysematous lung. However, likely due to the progressive nature of46

the disease, there remains a lack of agreement on whether there are more or less particles depositing47

in the emphysematous lung compared to a healthy one. For example, Oakes et al. [17] found en-48

hanced deposition in elastase-treated rat lungs compared to healthy ones measured with Magnetic49

Resonance Imaging (MRI), in contrast to earlier measurements obtained in elastase-treated ham-50

sters where a decreased deposition was measured [26]. Yet, both animal studies [17, 26] agreed on51

the enhanced heterogeneity in the distribution of aerosol deposition patterns in the diseased lungs.52

In a 3D scaled-up in vitro studies, Oakes et al. [18] and Berg et al. [1] determined a decrease in pen-53

etration depth in an emphysematous alveolar sac and acinar model compared to healthy ones and54
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hypothesized that this would result in a decrease in deposition in the diseased models. This finding55

agrees with deceased deposition in emphysema, compared to healthy lungs, found in a stochastic56

model of various types of emphysema [23].57

The advantage of numerically modelling the lung lies in the ability to investigate particle trans-58

port and deposition at temporal and spatial resolutions that are currently beyond reach with current59

state-of-the-art imaging modalities. Motivated by such shortcomings and available aerosol deposi-60

tion data in rats [17], a computational framework has been recently developed to model airflow and61

particle transport in anatomically-reconstructed conducting airways of rats [20]. While deposition62

predictions between in vivo and in silico agreed well in healthy rats, similar agreement was not63

found for the emphysematous animals [19]. As this in silico model did not include the small air-64

ways and acinar region of the lung, the behaviour of particles once they reach the distal regions of65

the lung remains widely unknown. It is hypothesized that the enlarged airspaces and deterioration66

of the alveolar septa, characteristic of emphysema, will lead to noticeable differences in total and67

spatial distribution patterns of particles.68

The main aims of this study were to numerically investigate the deposition patterns in healthy69

and diseased acini and to shed light on the transport mechanisms behind the enhanced deposi-70

tion in emphysema found experimentally [19]. For such purpose, we adapted a numerical acinar71

framework recently developed [10] and compared deposition predictions between a healthy rat72

acinar model and two emphysematous cases. The emphysema models were created by enlarging73

airspaces and removing connecting alveolar septa in either a homogeneous or heterogeneous fash-74

ion. To facilitate comparison between our predictions and experimental data, both the ventilation75

(i.e. breathing patterns) and particle properties were chosen to match the conditions implemented in76

Oakes et al. [17]. By assessing the differences between healthy and diseased acini, our efforts aim77

to advance the knowledge of inhaled particles in the deep regions of the diseased lung and pinpoint78

the mechanisms responsible for the deposition differences between the healthy and emphysematous79
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rats.80

Methods81

Rat Acinar Geometry82

Three distinct multi-generational rat acinar domains were designed following a space-filling83

model of 3D polyhedral units [7, 27]. A healthy (H), heterogeneous emphysematous (EHet) and84

homogeneous emphysematous (EHom) models were created (Fig. 1a-c), where each acinar network85

consists of up to six airway generations with a maximum of 277 polyhedral alveoli (Table 1). The86

resulting sub-acini capture sufficiently well realistic full acinar structures [13]. A healthy human87

acinar model [10] was scaled down by 15 % to match dimensions of a rat acinus [21] at functional88

residual capacity (FRC) since interspecies differences are overall minor (see limitations below for89

further discussion). The outer airway sleeve diameter, including the ducts and surrounding alveoli,90

was held constant at 86 µm with a characteristic alveolar diameter of 35 µm. Airway ducts spanned91

a length of 56 to 85 µm, depending on generation.92

In order to capture and integrate some of the emphysema-like morphological changes, the H93

model was modified according to two characteristics features: (i) removing the inter-alveolar septal94

walls as highlighted in Fig. 1c (inset) and (ii) increasing the acinar volume of the model by adding95

additional polyhedral structures in the bifurcation regions (see Table 1). Thus, diseased regions96

were characterized as enlarged continuous airspaces without distinct alveolar cavities, in contrast97

to the normal regions (compare Fig. 1a to d). The entire Ehom model was defined as diseased98

and thus the emphysema-like changes were distributed throughout the model (see Fig. 1d and99

Table 1). The Ehet model represents a non-uniform distribution of emphysema where two zones100

were created; a normal zone (N) and a diseased zone (D). The bottom right portion of the model101

was prescribed as diseased as highlighted in grey in Fig. 1b leaving the rest of the model as normal102

(Fig. 1c). FRC values for each model, including the two regions of the Ehet model, are presented103

in Table 1, showing that FRC increases with emphysema severity. In order to underline the loss of104
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septal walls, the number of alveolar cavities as well as the surface-to-volume ratio S/V are shown105

in Table 1; here, we find that S/V is approximately decreased by half for the Ehom model compared106

to the healthy condition. Corresponding videos presenting the acinar models and their respective107

breathing motions are supplied in the Supplementary Material (SM).108

Respiration Curves109

A self-similar breathing motion was prescribed across the entire acinar domain to simulate110

cyclic expansion and contraction motion following previous works [9, 10, 27]. Realistic respira-111

tion curves, derived from rat ventilation studies [17, 20], were scaled for each of the acinar models112

in order to match realistic tidal volumes. Specifically, the time-dependent acinar volumes were113

defined as VH,A(t) = αVH,T (t) and VE,A(t) = αVE,T (t) for the H and Ehom models, respectively;114

note that the indices A and T indicate acinar and total lung, respectively. Assuming that the aci-115

nar volume fraction of the H and Ehom models are identical, α was set to FRCH,A/FRCH,T , with116

FRCH,T = 4.77 mL [22].117

It is important to note that a straightforward scaling of the time-dependent volume curve is not

feasible for the Ehet model as the tissue mechanics of the normal and diseased zones are different.

Following a recent approach [19], we scaled the curves separately for each region based on a

lumped model where respiratory resistance (R) and compliance (C) are in series. Assuming that the

normal region of the lung correlates with the healthy rat lung, RN and CN were set to RN = RH,T/αN

and CN = CH,T ∗ αN , where RH,T = 0.098 cm H2O-s-cm−3 and CH,T = 0.236 cm3 (cm H2O)−1.

Here, αN = αFRCN,A/FRCH,A [19]. The respiratory volume curve of the normal region (VN,A(t))

was found by directly solving

RN
dVN,A(t)

dt
+

VN,A(t)
CN

= P(t) − Ppeep, (1)

where P(t) is the pressure measured at the trachea of the emphysematous rat during ventilation and118

Ppeep is the positive expiratory pressure of 1 cm H2O [19]. The respiratory volume curve of the119
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diseased region (VD,A(t)) was calculated as VD,A(t) = TVD,A VE,T (t)/TVE,T , where the tidal volume of120

the diseased region is defined as TVD,A = TVE,A − TVN,A. The corresponding VN,A and VD,A were121

prescribed to the normal and diseased regions of the Ehet model in the 3D flow simulations.122

The resulting volume curves (i.e. VA(t) normalized by FRCA) and flow rates over the cycles123

are shown for each acinar model in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. Note that the tidal volumes were124

the same for each model and were slightly larger in the diseased region compared to the normal125

region of the Ehet model (Table 1 and Fig. 2). As shown in Oakes et al. [19], the decay rates of126

VE,A and VD,A were slower compared to the corresponding healthy curves (Fig. 2a). This resulted127

in lower peak flow rates during exhalation (Fig. 2b). Flow rates during inspiration were nearly the128

same for the H and Ehom models because all the rats were ventilated with identical settings [20].129

The diseased zone of Ehet finished filling slightly after the corresponding normal zone, due to the130

longer time constant of the diseased region as shown in the inset of Fig. 2b, namely T = RC such131

that TN,A = 0.023 s and TD,A = 0.045 s.132

Flow and Particle Simulations133

Airflow and particle transport simulations were performed in OpenFOAM (Open Source Field134

Operation and Manipulation, Version 2.1.1). Airflow was modeled as a continuum using the135

finite volume method (FVM), where the Navier-Stokes equations were solved on an arbitrary136

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) framework assuming air to be incompressible, Newtonian and at con-137

stant temperature (37oC). Further details on the numerical solver and discretization models has138

been recently discussed [10]. Briefly, airflow motion was induced by the expansion (inhalation)139

and contraction (exhalation) of the domain as described in the section above. At the inlet/outlet a140

constant pressure was imposed, since the flow field is generated as a result of the prescribed domain141

motion; note that the absolute pressure is not needed to solve the transport equation. Following pre-142

vious convergence studies, a total of 1.4M tetrahedral cells (H model) was used to discretize the143

acinar domain [10], where a total of four different mesh sizes were analyzed ranging from 0.7M to144
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5M cells. Here, a final mesh size of 1.4M tetrahedral cells was found to faithfully capture velocities145

in the H model, which is anticipated to experience the highest velocity gradients compared to the146

two other models. A dynamic time stepping was used to maintain the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy147

condition (CFL < 1) to capture rapid changes in the flow (i.e. velocity gradients) during exha-148

lation [10]. The developed numerical algorithm was compared and validated with experimental149

measurements [5] as well as analytical solutions [9, 10].150

Neglecting electrostatic and hygroscopic effects, it is widely acknowledged that the main forces151

acting on airborne spherical and inert particles at the micron scale are viscous drag (convection),152

gravitational sedimentation, and Brownian diffusion [28]. Using Lagrangian particle tracking153

methods, aerosol kinematics were solved from the particle momentum equation accounting for154

drag, gravity and stochastic diffusion [10], where a one-way fluid particle coupling was used since155

low particle concentrations are anticipated in the most distal acinar generations [10]. Particles were156

injected by seeding particles (diameter = 1µm, density = 1g/cm3) according to [17] continuously157

over the first inspiration as a function of the local (and unsteady) velocity, thus mimicking a con-158

stant concentration of injected particles. A total of 170,000 particles were injected and tracked over159

two breathing cycles. Only ∼ 1% of the injected particles remained airborne in the model after the160

second breathing cycle.161

Results162

To assess the nature of acinar flow structures under emphysematous conditions, flow stream-163

lines for the Ehet model are shown in Fig. 3 at peak inspiration (t = τ/8), where flow patterns for the164

healthy and diseased regions are simultaneously compared. Flow topologies in ducts and alveoli165

of healthy acini show characteristic configurations that evolve as a function of acinar generation166

depth. Indeed, in proximal generations alveolar flows separate as a result of relatively high-shear167

flows in the duct compared to slow, recirculating flows in the alveolar cavity (Fig. 3, top left).168

As acknowledged to exist in distal acinar generations [6, 28], streamlines within alveolar cavities169
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feature radial-like structures, thus following more closely the motion of the alveolar walls in the170

absence of strong ductal flows (Fig. 3, top right). Alveolar flow patterns transition to half-open171

streamlines in medial generations (Fig. 3, bottom left), underlining the coupling between ductal172

shear flows and alveolar wall motion. In contrast to healthy regions, due to the absence of septa173

walls, flow patterns in the diseased regions lack the characteristic separation between ductal and174

alveolar flow regims. Instead, slow, quasi-parallel streamlines form across the ductal segment, a175

feature previously seen with in vitro models of terminal sacs [18].176

Instantaneous particle positions are shown in Fig. 4 at three characteristic time points: end177

of first inhalation (a,d,g), end of second inhalation (b,e,h) and at the end of the second breath178

(c,f,i), where the color-coding indicates airborne (red) or deposited (blue) particles. The majority179

of particles remain airborne after the first inhalation (t = 0.5τ, Fig. 4a,d and g) and do not penetrate180

as far in the emphysematous regions compared to the normal ones. In particular, particles in the H181

model (Fig. 4a) are carried with the ductal flow deep into the acinar structure, whereas the lack of182

ductal structures in the emphysematous regions (e.g. Ehom, Fig. 4g) causes the velocities to slow183

as the cross-sectional area increases. Additionally, most particles either deposited or were exhaled184

by the end of the second inhalation in the H model, in contrast to the Ehom and Ehet models, where185

particles remained airborne in the diseased regions. However, most particles deposit before the186

second exhalation (t = 1.5τ, Fig. 4b,h and e). In contrast, the majority of particles either deposit187

or have exited the domain at the proximal inlet/outlet of the H and Ehet models, respectively. At188

the end of the second breath (Fig. 4c,f and i), a small fraction of particles remain airborne in the189

emphysematous regions. Videos illustrating the dynamic behavior of inhaled particles are provided190

for each model (see SM).191

Quantitatively, total deposition is larger in the H model (49%) compared to the diseased models192

(Ehet : 38%, Ehom : 18%), see Fig. 5. While the majority of deposition occurs during the first193

breath, aerosols continue to deposit throughout the respiration cycles (Fig. 5a). The rate of particle194
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deposition is highest at the start of exhalation (Fig. 5), when flow rates are highest (Fig. 2b). We195

note that the deposition fraction in the H model plateaus throughout the second breathing cycle,196

whereas Ehet and Ehom exhibit a small incline, due to a decreased deposition rate in the emphy-197

sematous regions. In an attempt to capture physiologically-relevant deposition metrics, regional198

deposition data are extracted and distinguished according to (i) alveolar (i.e. deposition in healthy199

alveolar cavities), (ii) ductal (i.e. deposition on the alveolar ring openings and the connecting el-200

ements between the generations), and (iii) diseased regions (i.e. deposition in regions where the201

ductal and alveolar structures are degenerated). Here, we find that the majority of particles deposit202

in the ductal regions of the H and Ehet models (Fig. 5b); only 14% of the particles deposit inside the203

alveolar cavities of the H model. The majority of deposition is seen in the normal regions (normal:204

87%, diseased: 13%) for the Ehet model. As the diseased regions of the Ehom and Ehet models do205

not contain septa or distinct alveolar cavities (Fig. 1c, inset), deposition could not be discriminated206

between ductal and alveolar regions. Accordingly, particles that deposit in the diseased regions of207

the Ehet and Ehom models are labeled as such (Fig. 5, b).208

Additionally, we assessed final particle deposition penetration depths according to centerline209

distances (qualitatively shown in Fig. 4, right column). Here, the centerline starts at the entrance210

of the acinar model, follows the duct and ends at the particle deposition site (Fig. 6). It should be211

underlined that the penetration depth measured is not equivalent to the particle pathline. Particles212

penetrated the deepest in the H model with a mean of lH = 0.23 mm compared to the emphysema-213

tous ones with lEhet = 0.2 mm and lEhom = 0.16 mm, respectively. We statistically compared these214

mean values using a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test with Bonferroni correction (R pro-215

gramming language, Version 3.2.0). Cross-testing all models, we find that means are significantly216

different between all models (p � 0.001). Qualitatively, particle deposition fractions are similar217

between the H and Ehet models for particles that deposited within 0.2 mm of the entrance. More218

particles deposited in the H model compared to the Ehet model for penetration depths > 0.2 mm.219
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The drop in particle deposition in the distal generations of the Ehet region is correlated with the220

entrance to the diseased region (0.24 mm from the entrance). Indeed, deposition mainly occurs221

at the entrance and first generations of the Ehom model while distal regions are nearly depleted of222

particles (Figs. 4 and 6).223

Finally, we assessed particle concentrations by superimposing a 3D voxel grid and counting224

the number of deposited particles per voxel (Fig. 7). Here, the sensitivity of concentration with225

respect to the voxel size was first tested (i.e. the larger the voxel size the more particles contained226

within the voxel); as the trends were independent of voxel size, a final voxel size of 10 µm lateral227

length (approximately 1/3 of the alveolar diameter) was eventually chosen. Generally, particle228

concentration was highest at the entrance of H (Fig. 7a) and Ehet models (Fig. 7b). Furthermore,229

concentration is relatively uniform in the H model as the particles reached all generations of the230

model. In contrast, fewer particles reached, and thus deposited in the diseased regions of the Ehet231

and Ehom models. Motivated by the deposition data collected in rats [17], the relative dispersion232

(RD) was calculated by dividing the standard deviation of all voxel concentrations by their average.233

A clear trend is noted where RD increases with increasing emphysematous region, such that Ehom234

yields the largest RD (Fig. 7d). This finding further underlines localized deposition phenomena in235

emphysematous regions in Ehet and Ehom, as noted in Fig. 7b,c and previously in Fig. 6.236

Discussion237

Despite the high prevalence of emphysema, there are few studies aimed at understanding dif-238

ferences in particle deposition between healthy and emphysematous lungs [3, 17, 26]. Due to ex-239

perimental feasibility, these studies only report global deposition, thus rendering it unclear which240

mechanisms are the underlying causes of deposition differences in emphysema. While it has been241

previously shown that an increase in tissue compliance results in enhanced delivery of airborne par-242

ticles to the diseased lung regions [19], the fate of particles once they reach the alveolated airways243

remains largely unknown. Motivated by recent experimental [17] and numerical studies [19, 20]244
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in rat lungs, we performed particle-laden airflow simulations in multi-generational acinar models245

(Fig. 1). One healthy and two distinct emphysema models were designed in an effort to assess246

disease severity, where diseased regions were distributed either heterogeneously (Ehet, Fig. 1c) or247

homogeneously (Ehom, Fig. 1d). Emphysematous regions were created by removing the septa be-248

tween alveolar cavities and enlarging the alveolar volume. As such, the emphysematous models249

represent panacinar emphysema [29, 30], a type of emphysema associated with alpha1-antitrypsin250

deficiency found in elderly patients [29]. Panacinar emphysema is analogous to the one elastase251

creates in rat lungs [2, 16].252

Our findings indicate that micron-sized particles deposit mainly during the first breathing cycle253

and the deposition rate is maximum at the start of the first exhalation (Fig. 5a). Compared to the254

Ehom and Ehet models, deposition is enhanced in the healthy (H) model (Fig. 5) due to the pres-255

ence of inter-septal walls and alveolar rings (Fig. 1) and the larger normalized tidal volume in the H256

model (Fig. 2) compared to the emphysematous models. Absolute tidal volumes of all models were257

kept the same to match the experimental ventilation settings [17], such that deposition differences258

between the models are anticipated to result from geometric differences and ensuing flow charac-259

teristics. Namely, inter-septal walls under healthy conditions create flow boundaries between the260

alveolar cavities and the acinar ducts [6, 9, 28], resulting in relatively fast ductal flows compared261

to slow, recirculating flows in the alveolar cavities (Fig. 3, proximal insert). Consequently, the262

particle-laden air is carried deeper into the acinus of the H model, resulting in enhanced penetra-263

tion depths in health compared to emphysema (see Fig. 4 and SM), as was previously shown in an264

in vitro alveolar sac [18] and acinar model [1]. This resulted in fewer particles depositing in the265

distal areas of the models (Fig. 4 and Fig. 6).266

Total deposition was found to be higher in the Ehet model compared to the Ehom model with267

the majority of particles depositing in the normal regions (Fig 5), despite nearly the same regional268

FRC (Table 1). Comparing the H and Ehet model, slightly more particles deposited on the healthy269
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airways leading to the diseased region of the Ehet model caused by larger tidal volume of the270

distal diseased segments and accordingly, resulted in more particle-laden air to travel through these271

airways. Particle deposition was higher in the outer sleeve (i.e. the former alveolar cavities) of272

the emphysematous models compared to the alveolar cavities in the H model, as the Ehom and Ehet273

models hold no inter-septal walls. Particles that entered the emphysematous regions were more274

likely to remain suspended after the first breath (Fig. 4) and travelled slightly deeper during the275

subsequent breath in the diseased zones (see Fig. 4 and SM). This is a result of a net gravitational276

sedimentation with a deviation from the original pathline such that particles are not exhaled. While277

airborne particles may deposit upon subsequent breaths, only ∼ 1.2% of inspired particles remained278

suspended representing a minor role on total deposition. Particles may become trapped if the279

small airways collapse upon exhalation, a phenomenon not captured here, but known to occur in280

emphysema [12]. This will likely result in enhanced particle deposition in these regions given281

that particles will have more time to migrate to the airway walls. Such an effect could explain282

the disparities between model predictions and the experimental work by Oakes et al. [17], where283

higher deposition was measured in disease.284

While direct comparison of model predictions with in vivo experimental data is not currently285

feasible, as a single voxel of the experimental MRI data contains a combination of small airways286

and acinar structures, some general comparisons may be made. First, in contrast to the rat experi-287

ments [17], we predicted less deposition in emphysema; this latter trend is however in agreement288

with an in vivo study performed in hamsters [26], an in vitro model [18] and a stochastic model [23].289

Here, the relative dispersion (RD) represents a measure of the uniformity of the deposited particle290

concentration, where a larger RD thus indicates a more heterogeneous distribution of deposited291

particles. In agreement with the experimental data of Oakes et al. [17], we showed that RD was292

larger in the emphysematous models compared to the H models (Fig. 7d). Namely, the Ehom model293

had the largest RD compared to the other two models (Fig. 7d), underlining regions of high particle294
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concentration (hot spots) and areas where particles did not deposit (Fig. 7c).295

In a recent numerical study in the rat conducting airways, Oakes et al. [19] predicted that,296

due to the enhanced respiratory compliance, more particle-laden air would reach the respiratory297

zone of the diseased regions of a heterogenous emphysematous lung compared to normal regions.298

However, the fate of the particles once they enter the respiratory zone, and thus the influence299

of the morphometric changes that occur in emphysema was not investigated. This resulted in a300

non-favourable comparison between the numerical predictions and the experimental data for the301

emphysematous rats. Indeed, Oakes et al. [17] showed that particle deposition was higher in the302

healthy lobes of the emphysematous rat compared to the diseased lobes. Motivated by the inability303

of the previous numerical study [19] to uncover the mechanisms behind the deposition differences304

between the healthy and emphysematous rats, we have shown that in the absence of alveolar rings305

in the diseased regions of the Ehet model (Fig. 1), more particles deposit in the normal regions of the306

Ehet model compared to the diseased regions. Hence, a heterogeneous distribution of emphysema307

leads to higher deposition efficiency in the normal regions of the lung compared to the diseased308

ones; this latter finding may help explain the enhanced deposition found experimentally in the309

normal regions of the rat [17].310

Characterizing an inherently heterogeneous disease such as emphysema is challenging and311

entails a set of reasonable assumptions and limitations. The numerical limitations of the utilized312

solver, boundary conditions and computational mesh were recently discussed [10]. Instead, we313

focus on discussing limitations pertaining to modelling emphysema. To transform the human sub-314

acinar model [10] to dimensions representative of a rat, a uniform scaling was assumed between rats315

and humans, and thus the smaller ratio of duct length to duct diameter ratio in rats [21] compared316

to humans [33] was not accounted for. However, as the goal of this study was to compare the317

influence of homogeneously and heterogeneously distributed emphysema on particle deposition,318

we anticipate that this choice of scaling will have little influence on the results. As mentioned,319
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airway collapse is common during emphysema, a feature not mimicked in the present acinar model.320

Airway collapse may raise deposition fractions in the diseased regions. While deterioration of321

alveolar septa and enhanced alveolar volume are characteristic of emphysema, our model does not322

capture all changes that occur with emphysema. For example, alveoli may increase in size and323

change in shape [29], potentially further decreasing deposition in disease. Due to computational324

costs, it is currently infeasible to model the entire lung for all spatial and temporal dimensions, thus325

direct comparison between model predictions and experimental data cannot be made. The present326

work would certainly benefit from ventilation distribution maps [4, 12] or further experimental data327

in deposition in the lungs [32]. While this study addresses rat lungs, changes in flow structures in328

human lungs between the normal and diseased regions are likely to bear resemblance, where similar329

results could be anticipated.330

By simulating particle transport in healthy and emphysematous acini, we were able to uncover331

the potential influence of emphysema-like geometric changes on acinar deposition. By implement-332

ing similar flow curves and particle properties of recent experiments in rat lungs [17, 20], com-333

parison between our numerical predictions and experimental data were made. Our main findings334

are decreased deposition in the emphysematous models compared to the healthy model as well as335

increased dispersion in the diseased acini. Particle deposition in emphysematous acini is biased to-336

wards proximal acinar generations, while relative dispersion of particle concentrations is increased.337

As these findings are not entirely in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Oakes et al. [17]), other338

mechanisms are anticipated to influence deposition outcomes between the healthy and emphyse-339

matous rats. Hence, physiological factors such as small airway collapse, particle trapping and/or340

whole-lung heterogeneity, are hypothesized to be responsible for the enhanced deposition found341

experimentally.342
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shown to illustrate the bifurcating acinar tree structure; next, a representative breathing cycle is353
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and Ehom model (SM2c.avi): Color-coding indicates airborne (red) and deposited (blue) particles.357
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Figure 1: Schematic of the multi-generational acinar models of the 3D computational domain for the: (a) healthy, H,

(c) heterogeneous emphysematous, EHet, and (d) homogeneous emphysematous EHom cases. Light grey and dark grey

denote the normal and diseased regions, respectively. A diagram of the acinar tree is shown in (b) where the diseased

region of the EHet model is highlighted in grey. Inset in (c) depicts the alveolar structure where inter-septal walls are

outlined in purple (light grey region). No inter-septal walls are present in the diseased regions (dark grey region).
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Figure 2: Inspired volume curves, VA(t), normalized by the FRCA of the three models (top panel), and corresponding flow

rates (bottom panel) for the three simulation cases. Volume (normalized by FRCA of the whole model) and corresponding

flow curves for the diseased and normal zones are shown separately for the Ehet case.
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Figure 3: Instantaneous 2D projections of representative 3D flow streamlines is shown at peak inspiration (t = τ/8) for

the Ehet model. Streamlines are color-coded (logarithmic scale) according to the local velocity magnitudes normalized

by the maximal velocity at the inlet of the model. Four regions of the model are highlighted in the respective insets:

proximal, medial, distal and diseased.
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Figure 4: Snapshots of particle locations in the three acinar models captured at three time points during the breathing

cycle. Particles in red are airborne (i.e. not deposited) and particles in blue are deposited. Corresponding movies of

particle motions for the different cases are provided in the supplementary material (SM).
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Figure 5: (a) Deposition fraction as a function of cumulative breathing cycles. Particles were injected throughout the

inspiration phase of the first breath, from t = 0τ to t = 0.5τ. (b) Final deposition fraction partitioned according to

alveolar and ductal regions; the corresponding deposition fraction in the region of the emphysematous models is shown.

Note that for such cases, the diseased regions cannot be distinguished according to alveolar and ductal regions in the

absence of alveolar walls.
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Figure 6: Deposition fraction plotted as a function of the penetration depth measured from the acinar entrance for the

three acinar models, respectively. Penetration depths were taken after the second breath for deposited particles only,

thus remaining airborne particles were not included in the calculation. Note that the penetration depths only assess the

distance to the inlet of the domain, by calculating a particle’s distance to the centreline of the duct and subsequently the

distance (following the centreline of the duct) to the inlet.
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Figure 7: Deposited particle concentrations for the: (a) H , (b) Ehet and (c) Ehom acinar models, respectively. Here,

concentration is defined as the number of particles deposited within a voxel size with length of 10 µm. Panel (d) shows

the relative dispersion (RD), defined as the standard deviation normalized by the mean of the particle concentration for

each acinar model [17]. Note that areas where particles did not deposit on were included in the RD calculation.
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Table 1: Morphological properties of the healthy (H), heterogeneous emphysematous (EHet) and homogeneous emphy-

sematous (EHom) model at functional residual capacity (FRC).

Model Alveolar cavities Volume S/V Tidal Volume
10−3mm3 mm−1 10−3mm3

Healthy, H 277 5.9 163.7 2.72
Homogeneous Emphysema, Ehom 0 7.8 72.2 2.72
Heterogeneous Emphysema, Ehet 180 6.6 125.6 2.72
Ehet: Normal Zone 180 3.8 109.1 1.30
Ehet: Diseased Zone 0 2.8 73.9 1.42
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